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Notes for Starlikeness Conditions of
Analytic Functions
Rikuo Yamakawa ( )
1 Introduction
Let $A$ denote the class of functions $f$ which are
a $n$ a1 $ytic$ $in$ $the$ $unit$ $disc$ $D=\{z:|z|<1\}$ , $with$
(1.1) $f(0)=0$ and $f’(O)=1$ .
And let $S^{x}$ be the usual class of starlike functions
in $D$ , $i$ . $e$ .
$S^{x}= \{f\in A:R\frac{zf’(z)}{f(z)}>0$ , $z\in D\}$.
On the starlikeness condition for functions of $A$ ,
$we$ $now$ $investig$ a $te$ $the$ $fo11owing$ $we11$ $known$ $prob1ems$ :
Problem 1. Find the maximum value of $r$ for which
$f\in A$ and
(1.2) $|f’(z)-1|<1$ , $z\in D$
imply that $f$ is starlike in
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(1. 3) $D$. $=1z:|z|<r$ }.
Problem 2. Find the maximum value of $\gamma$ for which
$f\in A$ and
(1.4) $|f’(z)-1|<\gamma$ , $z\in D$
$imp1y$ $th$ a $t$ $f\in S^{x}$ .
We denote by $\gamma_{1}$ and $r_{2}$ the maximum value of the
$first$ $prob1em$ a $nd$ $of$ $the$ $second$ $prob1em,$ $respective1y$ .
$For$ $r_{1}$ , T. $U$ a $cGregor$ [1] $showed$ $th$ a $t$
$r_{1}\geqq 2/\sqrt{5}=0.894\cdots$ .
$Recent1y$ , K. $Nunok$ a $w$ a $in$ [3] $proved$ $th$ a $t$ $r_{1}>0.926\cdots$ , a $nd$
$in$ [41 $Nunok$ a $w$ a $et$ a11 $improved$ , $th$ a $t$ $is$ $\gamma_{1}>0.933\cdots$ . $0n$
$the$ $other$ $h$ a $nd$ , P. $Uoc$ a $nu$ [2] $showed$ $th$ a $t$ $the$ $function$
(1. 5) $f(z)=-2z+z^{2}+6 \log\frac{2+z}{2}$
$be1ongs$ $to$ $A$ a $nd$ $s$ a $tisfies$ $the$ $condition$ (1. 2), $but$
$does$ $not$ $be1ong$ $to$ $S^{x}$ . $Therefore$ $r_{1}<1$ . $For$ $r_{2}$ , $in$ $the$
same article Mocanu also proved that
$r_{2}\geqq 2/\sqrt{5}=0.894\cdots$ .








(2. 1) $f(z)=(2-a^{2})z+ \frac{a}{2}z^{2}+a$ (a $-1$ ) $\log\frac{z+a}{a}$ $z\in D$ ,
$where$ $\log 1=0$. $Since$




$|f’(z)-1|<1$ , $z\in D$ .
If we let
$f(z)=s+it$ , $zf’(z)=u+iv$
and $z=re^{i\theta}$ , then we have
$S=(2-a^{2})\gamma$ COS $\theta+\frac{a}{2}\gamma^{2}$ rns ? $\theta+\frac{a(a^{2}-1)}{2}\log$ ( $r^{2}+a^{2}+2$ $a$ $\gamma$ COS
$\theta$ )
$-a$ (a $-1$ ) $\log a$ ,
$t=(2-a^{2})r \sin\theta+\frac{a}{2}r^{2}\sin 2\theta+a$ (a $-1$ ) $TaI1^{-1}\frac{r\sin\theta}{a+rc,os\theta}$,




A $nd$ $it$ $is$ $evident$ $th$ a $t$ ${\rm Re}[zf’/f]>0$ $if$ a $nd$ $0\iota\iota 1y$ $if$
(2. 3) $su+tv>0$ .
But by putting
(2. 4) $a=1.1$ , $r=0$.9982, $\theta=2.743$ ,
$we$ $deduce$ $su+tv=-9.13\cross 10^{-5}<0,$ $which$ $shows$ $th$ a $t$ $f$ $is$ $not$
$st$ a $r1ike$ $in$ $D_{r},$ $i$ . $e$ . $r_{1}<0$.9982.
Example 2. Let
(2. 5) $\backslash q(z)=(1-\frac{b}{a})z+\frac{b}{2(a^{2}-1)}z^{2}+b\log(z+a)-b\log a$ .
$Since$
(2. 6) $g’(z)=1+ \frac{b}{a(a^{2}-1)}\cdot\frac{z(az+1)}{z+a}$ ,
$evident1y$ $g\in A$ , a $nd$
(2.7) $|g’(z)-1<k=| \frac{b}{a(a^{2}-1)}|$ , $z\in D$ .
$Let$
$g(z)=s+it$ , $zf’(z)=u+ie$;
a $nd$ $z=re^{i\theta}$ . $Then$ $we$ $deduce$
$s=(1- \frac{b}{a})r$ cns $\theta+\frac{b}{2(a^{2}-1)}r^{2}$ cns ? $\theta+\frac{b}{2}\log$ ( $r^{2}+a^{2}+2$ a $r\cos\theta$ ) $-b\log a$ ,
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$t=(1- \frac{b}{a})r\sin\theta+\frac{b}{2(a^{2}-1)}r^{2}\sin 2\theta+b$ TaIl $\frac{r\sin\theta}{a+r\cos\theta}$ ,
$u=(1- \frac{b}{a})r\cos\theta+\frac{b}{a^{2}-1}r^{2}\cos 2\theta+\frac{b(r^{2}+ar\cos\theta)}{r^{2}+a^{2}+2ar\cos\theta}$,
$v=(1- \frac{b}{a})\gamma$ si n $\theta+\frac{b}{a^{2}-1}r^{2}\sin 2\theta+\frac{abr\sin\theta}{r^{2}+a^{2}+2ar\cos\theta}$.
$Substituting$
(2. 8) $a=1.1$ , $b=0$.2301, $r=1$ , $\theta=2.743$
$we$ $obt$ a $in$ $su+tv=-4.36\cross 10^{-5}<0$ , a $nd$
(2. 9) $k=0.9961038\cdots$ ,
$which$ $yie1d$ $r_{2}<0$.9962.
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